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Yearplan Update
SWHAT had a successful 3 months of operation after being closed for almost 2
years. There were many challenges in restarting the service but one by one, with
the support of the MSU staff, the SWHAT executive team, and the volunteers, we
were able to overcome them and prepare the service for a full-year operations for
the next academic term.

Events, Projects, & Activities
General Service Usage
Since opening February 7th, we have had 33 walks in total so far with an
increase in service usage in the last couple of weeks. Weeknights such as
Wednesday and Thursday and hours between 9 PM and 11PM tend to be our
busiest. The maximum number of walks provided in one shift has been 4 walks.
As for booking walks, there is an equal number of walks requested from both our
online form and by calling us.
Projects & Events: Executive Team Hiring (Completed)
The executive team was hired by December 5th to discuss next steps. They were
onboarded and supported while they transitioned into their roles. The executive
team hiring had a total of 13 applicants and 6 of the applicants were hired for the
roles of Public Relations (2), Volunteer Logistics (2), Dispatch Operations, and
Volunteer Affairs Executive.
Projects & Events: 1st round of Volunteer (Walkers & Dispatchers) Hiring
(Completed)
The SWHAT executive team interviewed 12 new applicants and hired all of them
to be SWHAT walkers. In total, we hired 19 walkers which included 7 returning
volunteers. Additionally, we hired 1 SWHAT dispatcher (who was a returning
volunteer). In total, we hired 20 volunteers in the first round by February 7 th,
2022.
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Projects & Events: Informational Campaign (Completed)
Our informational campaign was posted on our social media platforms on
February 9th, 2022. The post contained slides on what SWHAT is, who we are,
who we are for, our COVID-19 safety policy, how to request a walk, our service
area, and what a walk looks like (graphics can be seen further down). This post
reached 1545 accounts with almost have of them being non-followers. This
campaign really boosted our awareness on campus, and as a result, we saw a
rise in service usage. Many MSU services as well as MSU’s social media
accounts shared this campaign leading to a wider audience. Overall, this was
super helpful in getting the word out!
Projects & Events: 2nd and 3rd round of Walker & Dispatcher Hiring (Completed)
We completed our second and third round of hiring and have a final team of 30
walkers and 7 dispatchers. The new hires have started volunteering on March
8th, 2022 and are integrated well with all volunteers. They underwent training
while on shift and on March 12th and 13th, 2022.
Projects & Events: FYC First Year Formal (Ongoing)
SWHAT will be supporting MSU First Year Council’s First Year Formal by
providing walks. on April 2nd, 2022. We plan to extend our shift by 30 minutes to
accommodate walks and add an additional walk team. Two radios have been
rented to aid increase our walks teams present on shift.

Outreach & Promotions
Summary
Our social media platforms had several posts including Executive Team Hiring,
Walker and Dispatcher Hiring, ‘What’s SWHAT?’ informational campaign, and
Executive Team Introductions. All promotional materials are attached below.
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Promotional Materials
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Social Media Engagement since the Previous Report
Instagram
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Facebook
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Finances
Budget Summary
Here is a summary of SWHAT’s expenses for this year:
ACCOUNT
CODE
6633-01170200

6494-01170200
6494-01170200

6804-01170200

5003-01170200

ITEM

BUDGET / COST

SWHAT Logo bucket hats (Part 1)
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE
REMAINING IN LINE

$500.00
$500.00
$0

SWHAT Logo bucket hats (Part 2)

$22.85

SWHAT Bonfire – Food (budget)
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE
REMAINING IN LINE

$100.00
$122.85
$627.15

Radio Rental
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE
REMAINING IN LINE

$124.30
$124.30
$375.70

Flashlight batteries, disposable masks, and
disinfecting wipes
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE
REMAINING IN LINE

$77.90
$77.90
$122.10
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6501-01170200
6501-01170200

MSU Underground Social Media Package

$125.00

MSU Underground Social Media Package
TOTAL SPENT IN LINE
REMAINING IN LINE

$220.00
$345.00
$655.00

TOTALS
TOTAL BUDGETED DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

$3050.00

TOTAL ACTUAL DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

$1170.05

REMAINING DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

$1879.95

Volunteers and Executives
Both executives and volunteers have adjusted to the new protocols in SWHAT
and are effectively and professionally providing walks to the McMaster
Community. Since we have completed hiring for this year, the Volunteer Affairs
Executive is planning to hold an outdoor bonfire session in early April as a
volunteer social. This will give a chance for all volunteers to meet each other!

Successes
We have a full team to ensure that we have 4 walkers, 1 dispatcher, 1 exec on
shift at all times. The volunteers are doing an excellent job at providing walks!
We are starting to see an increase in service usage which means that our
promotions have really made a difference in bringing more awareness to
SWHAT. There is an interest from a lot of undergraduate students to volunteer
for next year, so I am looking forward to seeing a larger volunteer community for
next year!

Reflections
My time as the SWHAT Coordinator was an extremely meaningful experience.
The service encountered many challenges, but we were able to overcome them
a step at a time. Overall, compared to when SWHAT first reopened, the
executive team and volunteers have become a tight-knit community, always
ready to support each other to ensure that SWHAT can provide its services to the
McMaster community. Our main challenge was to increase awareness of
SWHAT, and the informational campaign was extremely successful in addressing
that situation. Reflecting back, one thing to improve upon is to have external
events and projects to engage with the McMaster community in a different
capacity (other than providing walks). We have several projects done in the past,
but they were not as easily transferable to a post-pandemic world and so looking
into that for the next academic year will be crucial for increased awareness and
promotion of the service.
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